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The “Wrangler Way” 
by Cindy Kleyn-Kennedy 

   
 Ranchvale Elementary School has been busy lately.  
 Not long ago, the whole school enjoyed its PBS Celebration with a sock hop. PBS 
stands for “positive behavior support,” strategies in place at Ranchvale, which reward 
positive student behaviors.  
 There’s a saying at Ranchvale, “Show us the Wrangler Way” meaning, according 
to Principal Jennifer Longley, “We look for respectful, responsible, and safe. These 
behaviors apply to every setting in school, whether classrooms, hallways, or outside.” 
When teachers observe students, other than their own, going out of their way to do 
something above and beyond, a kind or helpful act to benefit another student or adult, the 
teacher issues a “Wrangler” coupon to the student. These coupons are assembled and 
displayed in various creative ways in hallways or the cafeteria. Then, every five or six 
weeks a culminating celebration is held to reward students. Hence, the sock hop. 
 Another event that took place this past week was Ranchvale’s first Learning 
Assembly of the year, hosted by Ranchvale’s fifth grade classes. The Learning Assembly 
concept began several years ago to showcase learning, which students present to younger 
grade levels. The next Learning Assembly will feature the fourth grade; the following, 
the third grade, and so forth. 
 Fifth grade teachers Allison Fowler and Kendra Lewis worked closely together to 
facilitate the project. Fowler shared: “Our students worked tirelessly over the past few 
weeks, conducting their own research through investigation teams. They started at the 
basic building block of the atom and went all the way through cells, organs, and 
ecosystems, up to the biosphere. We facilitated discussion when necessary, but the 
project was 100% student driven. We are extremely proud of our students…we witnessed 
students encouraging their classmates, explaining misconceptions, discussing the content. 
These kids showed incredible stamina and dedication to their learning.” 
 Fowler also shared some anonymous student reflections after the whole process: “I 
never knew how much I could learn through research” and “My group worked hard. At 
first we had problems working together, but we worked through it together to create our 
skit.” Also, “My group encouraged me to speak, even when I was afraid. I’m glad I 
listened to them!” 
 In addition to the standards-aligned content covered, sounds like plenty of other 
learning was taking place. What great educators we have, who themselves are willing to 
go above and beyond to so effectively engage students in their own learning. 
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